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Build Your
Community
Support Your
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Custom Kitchen & Bath Design, Remodeling and Project Management
Visit Our Showroom at 8934 Burke Lake Rd. in Kings Park Shopping Center
Hours: 9:30 am - 6 pm Mon.-Fri.; 10 am - 3 pm Sat.

• 24 Hour Emergency Service
• Free Estimate on System Replacement
• Senior & Military Discounts
• 100% Satisfaction Guarantee

www.connectionnewspapers.com

• Planned Maintenance Agreements
• FREE Second Opinion on System Failure
• We Service All Brands
• Up Front Pricing

Brennan’s has been proudly serving Northern Virginia since 1979.
Our team of highly trained professionals are at your disposal ready to deliver
a quality product and quality service at a fair price.

“We Are Here When You Need Us”
*System rebates ranging from $0 to $1,565 depending on equipment purchased. Rebates subject to change.
Rebate dates 8/1/2015 – 11/15/2015. †With approved credit. Call Brennan’s for complete details.
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BOWA kitchen renovation in Arlington features under-counter microwave and beverage center.

Photos by Bob Narod Photography and BOWA

BOWA basement renovation includes space for arts & crafts, games and
media.

Remodeling in 2015: All about Family
Adapting your home so it tracks your family’s
development over the years.
By Joshua Baker
BOWA

lmost every luxury remodel starts
with the same question “How can
we improve our family’s life at
home?” But this answer varies as
our families grow, age and evolve. And the
best designs consider both current and future needs.
For young families, the focus is almost
always child-centric. Kitchens are designed
with low drawers for easy access to the most
important items, like sippy cups and napkins. Refrigerator drawers installed as beverage stations and below-the-counter microwaves allow the “vertically challenged”
to help themselves. Study areas are incorporated into family spaces to allow for parent-child interaction at homework time.

A

Creative storage solutions and child-friendly
finishes, like washable wall paint, chalkboard paint in play areas, and custom ceramic tiles featuring kids’ artwork in their
bath, all lend to a successful design.
In the teen years, the question asked most
often is, “How do I create the house where
all the kids and their friends want to hang
out?” For this age group, creative basement
remodels with game areas are most popular, and perhaps not surprisingly, basement
bars are often minimized or omitted completely. As opposed to the closed-off theaters
of the past, media viewing rooms are now
open and designed as multi-purpose spaces
that also facilitate informal gatherings and
entertaining. For the ambitious, outdoor
features, such as pools, patios and fire pits,
can create a neighborhood destination.
(Though pools and water features are of-

Renovated home office by BOWA features space for the whole family.
www.ConnectionNewspapers.com

ten delayed until kids are old enough to be perhaps reconfiguring to minimize steps.
safe around water.)
Often, a strategy that comes up is the conTeen-friendly designs often include a fam- sideration of the installation of an elevator
ily foyer, an entrance from the garage with to facilitate long-time use.
plenty of storage for sports equipment,
The design priorities for each remodel are
coats, backpacks, etc. Other potential op- unique to the family, but thinking about all
portunities for teens include creating small, the different phases of family life is critical
fun spaces like lofts in bedrooms, themed to long-term success.
bedrooms, and making sure that there are
Josh Baker is the founder and co-chairman of
plenty of USB charging stations.
BOWA, an award-winning design and construction
For empty nesters, remodeling typically company specializing in luxury renovations,
involves “downsizing” within the home by remodels and additions in the greater Washington,
planning to use the space more efficiently. D.C. area. BOWA has more than 25 years of
and has been honored with 170 local
Often, one-level living is designed for con- experience
and national awards. Visit www.bowa.com or call
venience and to reduce energy use. Heat- 703-734-9050.
ing and cooling systems are zoned so only
the inhabited areas are fully conditioned when in use. Apartmentstyle washer and dryers are right
sized for a couple. Smaller,
drawer-style dishwashers are also
available. And, perhaps now is the
time to discuss repurposing spaces
that were previously used as game
rooms or homework stations into
areas to accommodate hobbies
and interests.
Almost all design discussions
should at least contemplate the
potential for boomerang kids
(children coming home after college), in-laws, or elderly family
members who might join the
home. For those wanting more
independence and privacy, in-law
suites sometimes include private
entrances and even a small kitchenette. Sometimes kids’ rooms are
moved to the basement to add
more privacy.
For all of us as we get older, a
house that incorporates the principles of universal design, which
allow us to live comfortably and
safely in the homes we love, is a
critical conversation. Design considerations include creating acces- Custom designed cabinetry in this renosibility-friendly baths, kitchens, vated family foyer in Great Falls keeps a
entrances and passageways and busy family organized.
Burke Connection ❖
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Evolution of a
Family Home
the Carter’s long-term residence.
“The ideal of long term ownership is the
tarting in the late 1990s, Paul and option to create a home that, over time, beLaurie Carter began transforming a comes more supportive of favored activities
simple production house into a per- and aesthetic preferences,” says Bob
sonal residence.
Gallagher, Sun Design Remodeling’s ExecuCollaborating closely with Sun Design tive Vice President. “We are finding this kind
Remodeling, the Carters nursed their vision of on-going commitment to personalizing a
of an exceptional property with a stunning residence much more frequently than in
indoor-outdoor continuum.
decades past.”
This past September, the public was inGallagher was at the house Sept. 12 to
vited to see the results.
greet neighbors who wanted to learn more
Paul and Laurie Carter purchased a new about remodeling in phases. Sun Design had
production house in a new neighborhood not guided the Carters throughout nearly every
far from Mount Vernon. At 3,700 square feet, revision over the past decade. Many guests
it was a perfect spot to settle down and raise seem surprised at the project’s top-to-bottheir son. The schools nearby were excel- tom scope.
lent; the house was just a few miles from
The Carters are quick to acknowledge that
Old Town Alexandria. But there were some their periodic home remodeling efforts have
things about the property Carters thought been a logical and sequential response to
they might improve — if they were to stay family needs — beginning with an 18-footin residence long enough.
by- 36-foot swimming pool installed on their
Cramped master bathroom; no family play quarter acre lot in 2006.
area; dark rear rooms with no visual con“We wanted a place where Paul, our son,
tinuum; cabinet-cluttered kitchen; builder- Austin, and I could enjoy pleasant summers
grade finishes … Just a few of the perceived together as a family,” recalls Laurie. “Our
shortcomings.
remodeling changes reflect the different
But skip ahead almost two decades, and stages of our lives, and the lifestyle options
the whole house remodel that the public was we wanted to pursue in day-to-day living.”
invited to see this past September demonAs Austin’s circle of friends expanded, for
strates the kinds of improvements and up- instance, the Carters hired Sun Design Regrades that can occur when owners continue modeling to convert the home’s unfinished
to occupy, modifying the environment to suit lower level into a spacious family room and
evolving interests.
fitness center complete with a billiards table
In fact: it’s no longer merely a house. It’s and TV viewing area suitable for guests of
all generations.
During this same
time period, Paul and
Laurie, both working
professionals, sought
improvements to the
second floor master
suite, introducing a
sizable master bath
with a walk-in shower
and changing vestibule. The plan was
designed so that one
partner could shower,
dress and slip off to
work without rousing
the other partner,
who might be still
sleeping.
“The new master
suite made life more
comfortable for both
of us,” Laurie says,
“and it still works
beautifully today.”
A sizable master bath with a walk-in shower and
More
recently,
changing vestibule was designed so that one partner
when Austin left for
could shower, dress and slip off to work without
college, the Carters,
rousing the other still-sleeping partner..
now empty nesters,
By John Byrd

S
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Eliminating walls initially
seemed impossible, but
custom cabinets by Sun
Design’s Jeremy Fleming
created the opportunity for
a different floorplan.

The Carters purchased the original production house in 1998 and have steadily made focused improvements and upgrades.
began considering ways to better integrate
the home’s rear suite of rooms with its lovely
poolside setting.
The landscaping and mature trees confer
a lot of backyard privacy, so the Carters were
looking for graceful ideas to better integrate
indoor and outdoor horizons. “It made no
sense not to have a better view and more
natural light from the back of the house,”
she said. “Also, we didn’t have a comfortable outdoor dining zone.”
Not surprisingly, the core problem was the
home’s original floor plan.
Unchanged since the late 1990s, the three
rooms on the west-facing rear elevation consisted of a central kitchen flanked by a formal dining room to the right and a family
room to the left.
The dining room was sequestered from the
kitchen by a floor-to-ceiling wall festooned
with builder-grade cabinets. There was one
small window above the kitchen sink which
was, likewise, bordered by cabinets on two
sides. To the left, one entered the family
room, which provided an exit to a rear veranda partially covered by a shed roof.
“We had talked about a more open floor
plan,” Laurie recalls, “But how do you tear
down the walls that are holding up the cabinets you use every day?”
As it turned out, this was a good question
for Sun Design’s Jeremy Fleming, who supervised the Carter’s most recent remodeling.
“Something as simple as custom-designed
cabinets can inspire a completely new, and
much more functional, floor plan,” Fleming
says.
“Once the Carters were satisfied that the
wall between the kitchen and dining room

could come down,” he adds, “it was clear
that innovative storage solutions would
make it possible to further develop a special
visual continuum from inside the house.”
A counter surface with a gas-fueled
cooktop range between the kitchen and the
formal dining area, thus, provides storage
for both the best family china (accessed from
the dining room) and everyday cooking necessities (retrievable from the kitchen). A
reach-in pantry next to the refrigerator offers supplemental storage. Though the eyelevel cabinet clutter has been deleted,
Fleming says there’s actually been a 35 percent increase in storage capacity.
To improve natural light, the small kitchen

window has been replaced with a
three-part glazing solution consisting of a 45-inch picture window
flanked by two double hung windows.
Better yet, with its bianco
romano granite surfaces, square
flat cabinet facings and bright, reflective wall coloring, the new
space has acquired a design elegance that was never previously
in evidence.
“An open plan that segues to a
free-flowing indoor/outdoor component is the very essence of a transitional-style interior design solu-

tion,” says Fleming. “The formal elements provide definition and balance, yet the clean lines allow a
lively visual continuum.”
To provide for outdoor dining,
Fleming extended the rear shed
roof over the previously sun exposed decking. The former outdoor
dining niche now becomes a viewing area adjacent to a recently installed flat screen TV.
With the addition of two overhead rotating fans, the new outdoor space is both intimately connected to the house and visually
linked to the pool and well-landscaped setting.
“We couldn’t be more pleased
with how well the house has
evolved over the years,” says
Laurie. “We look forward to living
here long into the future.”

lost (adj): 1. unable to find the way.
2. not appreciated or understood.
3. no longer owned or known

John Byrd has been writing about
home improvement topics for 30 years.
See more stories at
www.HomeFrontsNews.com.

Helping Animals Find
Their Way Since 2001
Volunteers needed for adoption events, fostering pets,
transportation, data entry, adoption center caretaking and more.

Sun Design’s Jeremy Fleming extended the shed roof to cover sunexposed decking. Two overhead
rotating fans add comfort.
www.ConnectionNewspapers.com

The home’s unfinished lower-level was converted into a
spacious family room and fitness center complete with
a billiards table and media viewing area.
www.ConnectionNewspapers.com

Adopt/Donate/Volunteer
www.lostdogandcatrescue.org
Burke Connection ❖
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Condo Living Ideal for Recent Retirees
Photos Courtesy of HomeFrontsNews

A pair of luxury baths
add comfort and charm
to 30-year old unit.
By John Byrd
ne of the challenges of modern retirement is creating a
space that will serve for the
long term; another is stretching the budget.
Approaching retirement, Kathleen David
explored both of the these considerations
recently with husband when they decided
to sell their multi-level townhouse and find
a suitable one-level living option. The goal
was a condominium that could be obtained
at a favorable price and upgraded within a
budget.
Accustomed to urban living, the couple
mainly wanted freedom from stairs, available parking, and a spot for a favorite China
cabinet.
“We were quite satisfied with our choice,”
Kathleen says of the 1,300-square-foot-unit
in an 11-story, 30 year old Crystal City complex. “But after we had been in residence
for about a year, we started looking for contractors to help us upgrade the master bath,
which was terribly dated.”
What came as a surprise as interviews got
under way was how few contractors were
willing or able to work in a condominium.
“There are lots of restrictions,” Kathleen
recalls. They learned that remodeling a
room in a condo can take 20-to-30 percent
longer than it takes to a complete a comparable project in a single family home. “Several well-known firms wouldn’t even meet
with us,” she said.
As such, Sarah Wolf at Foster Remodeling Solutions headquartered in Lorton was
a breath of fresh air.
“We hit it off right away,” Kathleen says.
“She understood condo remodeling challenges completely.
So much so, in fact, that the single full
bathroom slated for improvement became
two, and the interior design ideas grew progressively more sophisticated.
“Condos have always been interesting to
me— partly because they require very precise space plans,” Wolf says. “In a tight footprint, inches make all the difference and the
design effects that add to that crucial sense
of spaciousness must be expertly executed.
Professionally, it’s exhilarating to design out
of the picture the apparent limitations in a
room, so that only thing an owner is aware
of is how attractive the space is, and how
well it works.”
Beginning with a “style preferences” slide
show narrated by Kathleen (who had stockpiled ideas for close to a year), Wolf began
by grappling with an unyieldingly compact
220 square feet that could not be enlarged
in any direction.
Removing a wall between the vanity and
tub in the master bathroom, for instance,
added just two inches of floor space, yet
the half-wall and frameless glass space di-

O
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The black and white art deco-style ceramic basketweave pattern for the shower prevents slipping. As an
aging-in-place consideration, Wolf, of Foster Remodeling, found room for an in-shower bench and grab
bars. A hand-held shower head on a slide bar adjusts
to the owners’ different height requirements.
AFTER
BEFORE

vider that now surrounds the newly installed walk-in shower invites a visual continuum that previously didn’t exist.
More to the point, Wolf’s softly textured
interior design scheme provides the eye
with something to enjoy, and narrow spaces
now seem much wider.
“Alternation and balance are important
when working with small spaces,” says Wolf.
“In effect, you have a three dimensional
canvas formed by walls, floors, ceiling, and
each side is a critical part of the whole.

HomeLifeStyle Fall 2015

A blue-grey-black Cambria quartz counter top has been
color-coordinated with vanity cabinet facings lacquered in a black-brush-applied mushroom gray stain.

Recognizing that
inches count in a tight
footprint that can’t be
expanded, Sarah Wolf
at Foster Remodeling
Solutions gained just
two inches of floor
space by removing a
wall between the
vanity and the tub
(left); the half-wall
and frameless glass
space divider that now
surrounds the newly
installed walk-in
shower (right) invites
line of sight hat previously didn’t exist.

When the design statement is well-made,
the finished space feels peaceful, pleasant,
a room you want to spend time in. Size becomes unimportant.”
That said, Wolf applied considerable engineering skill in designing built-ins to satisfy precisely-measured storage requirements.”
“There was nothing but an open cabinet
under the vanity before,” Kathleen says.
“Sarah designed appropriately-sized drawers, shelves and recessed a storage spaces

The single full bathroom
slated for improvement
became two, and the
interior design ideas
grew progressively more
sophisticated.
MORE: Foster Design will be at the Capital
Home Show at the Dulles Expo Center Sept.
25-27 in booth 540-542, and is also offering
a free remodeling and design seminar at
their Lorton facility on Oct. 10, 10 a.m.-1
p.m. RSVP@FosterRemodeling.com or call
703-550-1371.

for everything. The new sense of order has
been wonderful.”
As an aging-in-place consideration, Wolf
found room for an in-shower bench and
grab bars. A hand-held shower head on a
slide bar adjusts to the owners’ different
height requirements.
“Everything has been carefully tailored to
our needs,” says Kathleen. “We feel fortunate to have gotten such a winning result.”
John Byrd has been writing about home
improvement topics for 30 years. See more
stories at www.HomeFrontsNews.com.
www.ConnectionNewspapers.com
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Fairfax Station

Elegant Organization
By Marilyn Campbell
The Connection

esign elements can make main
taining organization throughout
the school year elegant and stylish as the
activities start to aggregate, notices pile up and calendars start to fill.
“Designate a location for baskets for each family
member, such as the entryway or mudroom, and
use them daily to keep mail [and] school notices
… organized and in one place,” said Marika Meyer
of Marika Meyer Interiors. Meyer used this technique in a Potomac, Maryland home recently.
“Consider a couple baskets for each person, one
for notices and one for objects such as toys that
can be taken to designated spaces throughout the
day.”
It makes life easier on everyone, even the smallest family members. “I also like to keep my kids’
different items for activities in tote bags or bins in
our mudroom area,” said Jody Al-Saigh of Picture
Perfect Organizing in Arlington. “They can quickly
grab what they need for soccer or Girl Scouts on
their way out the door, rather than searching all
over the house for stray items.
“We make it a rule that those items always live
in the designated bag or bin,” said Al-Saigh. “If
uniforms are washed or water bottles cleaned, for
example, they are returned to that area when they
are clean.”

D

A home’s entryway often becomes a depository for
shoes, hats, gloves and other items that are removed
when busy families come home after a long day. Simple
shelving can offer a solution with aesthetic appeal,
especially with mounds of clutter.
“If there’s space within an entry closet, install shelving along the top for hats, gloves and miscellaneous
seasonal items so they can be reached easily and not
fall out each time you open the door,” said Elle Hunter,
director of project development, Case Design/Remodeling. “If there is currently a single shelf but room for
another, consider hiring a handyman to add that extra
storage. It will go a long way.”
For larger or double entry closets, consider installing storage bins or shelves for shoes and boots. “There
are shoe trays that can work in a pinch, but also consider building in shelving for bonus organization,” said
Hunter. “In one instance, we installed closets around
a bench in a home for … ultimate … entryway organization.”
If you don’t have a closet in the entryway, invest in a
hall tree with hooks or a bench with storage, advises
Hunter. “These can often be built into an underused
space or under the staircase,” she said.
The kitchen is often a hub of a busy family’s activities. Afternoon snacks are simplified with latest in
kitchen and appliance design including beverage drawers or centers. “They make it easy for young ones to
grab a juice box or healthy drink by themselves,” said
Brian Knipp, remodeling consultant with Fred, a division of Case Remodeling.

Be a part of our
Wellbeing pages,
the first week of
every month.
Delight in our
HomeLifeStyle
sections, the
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every month.
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real estate sales,
glimpse over-thetop remodeling
projects, get practical suggestions
for your home.
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Kitchens
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Counter Tops
Fireplace
Custom Floors
Vanity Tops
Tile
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8241-I Backlick Road • Lorton, Virginia 22079
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Celebrate
students, camps,
schools,
enrichment
programs,
colleges and
more in our
A-plus:
Education,
Learning, Fun
pages, the third
week of every
month.
Questions? E-mail
sales@connection
newspapers.com
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703-778-9431

$784,000

Lovely home on private 5+ acre wooded lot in the village of Killarney – a 14home community, secluded yet close to Ffx Co Pkwy/commuter routes & VRE.
Tree-lined circular drive, 3 fin lvls w/3 BRs, 3.5 BAs & 2-car side-load garage.
Main lvl has generous
great room w/fpl, lib, din
rm, bkfst rm & kit w/door
to patio. Upper lvl mbr
suite w/sit rm & screened
porch. Lwr lvl den, full
bath, rec rm & walk-up
exit. MRIS: FX8639272

Jeff Rush • Long & Foster Real Estate
43114 Peacock Market Plaza,
Suite F-100 • Chantilly, VA 20152

703-929-8331
Jeff.rush@longandfoster.com

5th Annual

Golf

“FORE” the Kids Golf Tournament
OF GREATER WASHINGTON
FAIRFAX COUNTY REGION

Benefiting the Boys and Girls Clubs of Fairfax County

International Country Club

Golf Foursomes $1,000

13200 Lee Jackson Memorial Highway
Fairfax, Virginia 22033

Includes Four Golfers
Boxed Lunch
Post Tournament Awards Banquet
Live/Silent Auctions
Raffles and Prizes
Closest to the Pin & Long Drive
Includes:
Greens Fees, Cart,
Driving Range

http://www.internationalcc.com

Monday, October 5, 2015
Registration 9:30 am
Shotgun Start: 11:00 am
Post Tournament Awards Banquet
Silent/Live Auction • Raffles and Prizes
Closest to the Pin & Long Drive
http://www.bgcgw.org/fairfax/5th-annual
-fore-the-kids-golf-tournament/

Individual Golfers $250

For more information on sponsorship opportunities, please contact Leslie Atkins – lpatkins2@aol.com

BURKE’S FIRST FAMILY
OF REAL ESTATE

Providing total
real estate
services to this
community
for over
35 years!
Sales and Property Management
Residential Property Management
Association Management

703-239-1234

• Pat.richter@richter1.com

Residential Preferred Properties
5631-I Burke Centre Parkway, Suite I • Burke, VA 22015
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Diversification Could Help Real Estate Market
Home sales have
increased, particularly
in Fairfax County,
which saw a 22 percent
uptick.
By Andrea Worker
The Connection

ienna-based realtor Craig Lilly
with Long and Foster agreed
with how Ken Harney, the moderator for the 2015 Northern Virginia Association of Realtors (NVAR) Economic Summit, described the current year’s
market trends at the gathering earlier this
month at the Fairview Park Marriott.
“His assessment of 2015 is on target with
what I am experiencing,” said Lilly. “So far,
so good.”
Harney, a nationally-syndicated columnist, categorized 2013 as the “rebound year”
when sales and house prices seemed to be
back on a roll after years of post-recession
doldrums. Then 2014 started out impressively strong as well, but mid-year the market became more “restrained.”
“Last Spring things were rocking,” said
Lilly. “I think that caused some sellers to
price too aggressively too quickly in a market that was changing. That certainly had
an effect on the slowdown we saw for the
rest of the year.”
The data for 2015 is on Harney’s side.
Home sales have increased, particularly in
Fairfax County, which saw a 22 percent
uptick in sales. Figures just released by Real
Estate Business Intelligence report the second-highest level of August sales since
2006, with inventories remaining fairly
healthy and time-on-the-market about
equal with the same period last year. The
August report also showed the average sales
price of single-family homes down slightly
(.02 percent), while the average price of
attached homes and condominiums rose
slightly.
But even those positive numbers didn’t
keep the summit’s panellists from making
presentations that leaned decidedly towards
the cautionary, for both short-term real estate transactions, and the future economic
health of the region.

V

LOOMING ON THE HORIZON is the
spectre of another potential government
shutdown if Congress fails to pass even a
temporary budget by the end of the month.
Describing the region as a “company town,”
and as such, somewhat “vulnerable” to Congressional activity, panellist Dr. Terry
Clower, director of George Mason
University’s Center for Regional Analysis,
said he wouldn’t discount the possibility of
a shutdown, despite the insistence of others that neither political party would tolerate that turn of events. Additional sequestration during a Presidential election year
is also possible, he said. With a laughing
8 ❖ Burke Connection ❖

From left — Jonathan Aberman of TandemNSI, Jill Landsman, NVAR VP
of Communications, and summit moderator Ken Harney at the 19th
Northern Virginia Association of Realtors Economic Summit.
Photos by Andrea Worker/The Connection

Dr. Terry Clower, director of George Mason University’s Center for Regional Analysis, provided detailed data on area employment figures,
income, job sector changes and more during the Economic Summit.
There was considerable note taking during his presentation.
acknowledgement of his “slight accent – I
am from Texas,” Clower reminded the audience that for a “good lump of the rest of
the country, a government shutdown is not
seen as a such a bad thing.”
But for a region where almost 40 percent
of the economy is directly related to federal wages and salaries, procurement and
other federal activity, Clower’s analogy of
the “company town’s” vulnerability seems
right on target.
The seemingly endless “Federal Reserve
Watch” for interest rate hikes was also discussed by Clower, and by Dr. Lawrence Yun,
chief economist with the National Association of Realtors.
“A rate increase is coming, probably
sooner rather than later, before the end of
the year,” predicted Yun, but he also believes
that any increase will not have an immediate impact on mortgage rates.
That’s an opinion that Weichert Realtors
Fair Oaks managing director Lorraine Arora

HomeLifeStyle Fall 2015

Rob Whitfield, a member of several
regional transportation citizens’
groups including the Dulles Corridor Users Group, asks a question
of the panellists.
shares. “People will still be buying and selling. I think the current situation continues
to make people a bit cautious, as Yun suggests, but I agree that we probably won’t
see much impact on mortgage rates, at least

for awhile,” said Arora.
Lilly was more struck by Yun’s
powerpoints showing homeownership at a
50-year low combined with rental vacancies at a 30-year low and rents at a sevenyear high. “There’s some things to be thinking about as a Realtor, and really as anyone
living and working in this area,” he added.
In Yun’s research, millennials - who currently represent a large portion of the renters - are actually the most confident about
the housing situation, and despite the many
obstacles to their entering the market, the
majority want to eventually become
homeowners. Their achievement of that
goal is crucial, according to Yun, who noted
that the net worth of homeowners tends to
exceed that of renters.
One positive note on real estate trends
by Yun that the Realtor attendees appreciated was his belief that the “trade-up” market would probably see an improvement,
with potential buyers having more cash-inhand from their current homes’ sales with
which to make the move. The figures show
that many homes that had fallen below their
original purchase price have at the least
returned to parity, and in many cases even
seen a modest increase in value.
Back on the subject of the “company
town” dependency, Clower and Yun both
argued that diversification of job sectors is
critical to the region’s future economic success, requiring greater regional cooperation.
SPEAKING OF ROBOTS, drones, artificial intelligence, virtual reality and the “We
Work” models of sharing work, living spaces
and resources, Jonathan Aberman, chairman of TandemNSI, focused on technological trends and how they would affect our
daily lives. Aberman said that any region
that doesn’t prepare for these changes with
an emphasis on affordably “educating
people on how to think, rather than just how
to do” will be quickly left behind.
Aberman said that more effort is needed
to keep the federal dollars spent on technology and related research here at home.
“We need to be encouraging our next generation of ‘gazelles,’ what we call our fastgrowth companies and entrepreneurs. And
we need to consider that these people will
be more interested in data-ways than highways when considering their work options.”
To Aberman, that includes rethinking the
number of “trophy offices” under construction and in the pipeline. He worries about
over-building in commercial properties that
sit empty for so long that they cease to be
Class A buildings. Before they can be occupied, many are already not up to par for
the next wave of change, either technologically, or culturally speaking, he said.
Lorraine Arora tends to agree with
Aberman’s concerns. “Look at the commercial vacancy rates in Arlington, as just one
example,” she said. She was also fascinated
by Aberman’s predictions on technology’s
influence on society in the very near future.
“It’s a little concerning,” she said. Technology is good, but I hope we don’t get to
the point where people just don’t leave their
homes.”
www.ConnectionNewspapers.com

